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Comparison in Period 5

Learning Objective 5.M: Compare the relative significance of the e�ects of the Civil War on American values.

International Diplomacy and Migration
KC-5.1: The United States became more connected with the world, pursued an expansionist foreign policy in the Western Hemisphere,
and emerged as the destination for many migrants from other countries.

● U.S. dealt with Britain diplomatically over the ________________________________, went to war with Mexico over the
________________________________

● Military strength of each country played a part in decisions
● Irish and German migrated due to di�erent push factors

● Irish settled in ________________________________, Germans in ________________________________ areas
● Both experienced discrimination

Manifest Destiny
KC-5.1.I: Popular enthusiasm for U.S. expansion, bolstered by economic and security interests, resulted in the acquisition of new
territories, substantial migration westward, and new overseas initiatives.

● Migration west fueled by di�erent opportunities
● ________________________________ in California
● Timber in Pacific Northwest
● Farming in Plains region
● All had to contend with natives, new ________________________________ will facilitate movement

Rights of Citizens
KC-5.1.II In the 1840s and 1850s, Americans continued to debate questions about rights and citizenship for various groups of U.S.
inhabitants.

● Political parties varied on their approach to rights and citizenship
● ________________________________ wanted to stop immigration
● ________________________________ wanted to stop the spread of slavery

● ________________________________ altered the way citizenship was defined, who is eligible
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Causes of the Civil War
KC-5.2 Intensified by expansion and deepening regional divisions, debates over slavery and other economic, cultural, and political issues
led the nation into civil war.

● Sectionalism and debates over slavery
● Di�erence in economic systems

● ________________________________ vs. Industrialization
● Institutions split along Northern and Southern lines

● Expansion
● New territories like ________________________________ to be organized into free/slave states

● Political issues
● ________________________________, ________________________________, Lincoln’s election

Responses to Slavery
KC-5.2.I Ideological and economic di�erences over slavery produced an array of diverging responses from Americans in the North and
the South.

● South
● Confederate VP’s “________________________________”
● Economic importance of cotton to the South

● North
● Support for abolition through harsher ________________________________ and ________________________________
● Diverse economy in the North led to greater tendency to oppose slavery

Political Party Turmoil
KC-5.2.II Debates over slavery came to dominate political discussion in the 1850s, culminating in the bitter election of 1860 and the
secession of Southern states.

● Comparison as to how all parties treated Slavery
● Free-Soil, ________________________________, Democratic, Southern Democratic, ________________________________
● Political alignment closely followed ________________________________

● ________________________________ as a more radical response than previous actions by South Carolina (nullification crisis)
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Union Victory and Reconstruction
KC-5.3 The Union victory in the Civil War and the contested reconstruction of the South settled the issues of slavery and secession, but
left unresolved many questions about the power of the federal government and citizenship rights.

● The relative importance, and e�ectiveness, of ____________, ____________, and ____________ amendment
● 1866 and 1875 Civil Rights Bills also passed to enforce
● Agencies like Freedmen's Bureau meant to aid transition

● ________________________________, ________________________________, ________________________________ as a ways to circumvent Federal
policies on Equality

Factors for Union Victory
KC-5.3.I: The North’s greater manpower and industrial resources, the leadership of Abraham Lincoln and others, and the decision to
emancipate slaves eventually led to the Union military victory over the Confederacy in the devastating Civil War.

● Manpower
● Larger urban centers in the north. Free population ________________________________ vs. ________________________________

● Industrial resources
● ________________________________ most important in resupplying and moving troops
● Ability to ________________________________ southern coasts

● Lincoln’s leadership
● Mobilized troops quickly
● Replaced ine�ective generals (________________________________) with e�ective ones (________________________________)

Impact of Reconstruction
KC-5.3.II.i: Reconstruction and the Civil War ended slavery, altered relationships between the states and the federal government, and
led to debates over new definitions of citizenship, particularly regarding the rights of African Americans, women, and other minorities.

● E�ectiveness of ending slavery and providing equality
● ________________________________ abolishes slavery
● Black Codes, Jim Crow, ________________________________, undermine equality

● Di�erences in powers of the federal and state governments
● Federal law __________________________ state law, limited in enforcing policies by Supreme Court in ____________________________

● Di�erences in new definitions of citizenship
● Citizenship granted to African Americans through ________________________________
● _______________________ and ____________________ not mentioned, 1920 - Women’s su�rage, 1924 - Native American citizenship
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Recap

● Comparison of Causes of Civil War
● Expansion, Sectionalism, Politics, Economic Systems, Slavery

● Comparison of Factors for Union Victory
● Manpower, Industrial Strength, Motivation for Winning, Leadership

● Comparison of e�orts of Reconstruction
● Reconstruction amendments, Civil Rights Bills, Education and Freedmen’s Bureau
● Black Codes, KKK, Supreme Court Decisions, sharecropping

Part II

Short Answer Questions

Answer the following in AT LEAST three sentences.

1. Compare the relative significance of the e�ects of the Civil War on American values.
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‘Tis But a Change of Banners

Retrieved from: https://elections.harpweek.com/1868/cartoon-1868-medium.asp?UniqueID=9&Year=1868

Text

1. Provide an Attribution for the document:

2. Use the document to support the thesis: “ Reconstruction was a failure in the short-term because the gains which were made on
equality slowly evaporated through the 19th century.”

3. Choose one of the analysis topics from HAPP and provide a 2 sentence analysis of the document.

4. Give an A-C-E response on a piece of outside evidence that is relevant to the document and topic of the thesis

https://elections.harpweek.com/1868/cartoon-1868-medium.asp?UniqueID=9&Year=1868
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5. Provide an Attribution for the document:

6. Use the document to support the thesis: “ Reconstruction was a failure in the short-term because the gains which were made on
equality slowly evaporated through the 19th century.”

7. Choose one of the analysis topics from HAPP and provide a 2 sentence analysis of the document.

8. Give an A-C-E response on a piece of outside evidence that is relevant to the document and topic of the thesis

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kkk-carpetbagger-cartoon.jpg

